
Azure Migration Services

Support a seamless 
transition to the cloud

While the cloud has introduced massive innovation opportunities for 
companies to help fuel their digital transformations, many fail to take full 
advantage of the cloud’s business potential. These shortcomings often 
come down to a lack of cloud knowledge and insight, a lack of dedicated 
resources, and sometimes, both. 

Now, with Azure Migration Services, accelerate application migration and 
enhance your workloads in the cloud by building a sustainable, cost 
effective and automated cloud platform that empowers your IT team to do 
more.
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Benefits
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Quickly and efficiently establish your Azure Cloud 
infrastructure and set up the required core cloud 
capabilities during environment setup.

Reduce business disruptions and help to achieve 
consistency during migration using specialized 
Azure Migration engineers.

Continuously upskill technical teams throughout the 
migration process, empowering them to enhance your 
cloud capabilities.

Gain valuable insights into the state of your business 
so your IT team can adapt and respond quickly.



Azure Migration Services

Features

Use case

Fortune 500 accelerates migration to Azure
CHALLENGE
Over five years, a leading Fortune 500 retailer was undergoing rapid organic growth and 
found over 50,000 unmanaged cloud resources that needed to be migrated as part of 
their cloud transformation.

SOLUTION
The company turned to PwC's Migration framework to help create a standard process, 
controls and automation workflow to migrate their unmanaged resources to their Azure 
Managed Platform.

RESULTS
The retailer is now about to accelerate their migration across 600+ Azure Resource 
Groups – cutting end-to-end migration times down to one third of the typical duration, all 
while driving app standardization. 

Build a modern cloud platform

Drive application standardization and lay the foundation for 
a scalable cloud platform with end-to-end governance and 
security controls. 

Standardize with a proven migration framework

Boost cloud migration and predictability to help increase 
efficiency and consistency, all while reducing business 
disruption.

Refactor applications for Azure

Create entire application environments quickly through 
automation and refactor systems to introduce cloud-native 
resilience and scalability.

Transform with intelligent insights

Enhance IT operations using big data, machine learning and 
predictive analytics to support monitoring, logging and 
automated resolution.
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